SUBMISSION GUIDE

Follow these guidelines to submit for What’s Cooking With You?

We try to keep these as simple and streamlined as possible. For whatever you choose to cook, we’re asking you to provide an intro video, photo slides for your recipe, and the written recipe.

If you have any questions, please reach out at contact@whatscookingwithyou.com

FILM YOUR INTRO!

Simple and fun, no pressure! Send us a (60 second MAX) video telling us a little about yourself!

Who you are, where you are, what you do, what your current situation is, what you’re cooking, why you love cooking, etc!

WRITE YOUR RECIPE!

Make an approximate list of ingredients, with measurements to your best estimation, and write the step by step procedure.

COOK, COOK, COOK!

We’re home cooks, we don’t need to get fancy! Unless you want to, then go for it!

Use what you have in your pantry. You’ve certainly followed recipes you’ve found in your favorite cookbooks, magazines or online. Pull from what you know!

Take photos throughout your entire process, start to finish - more than you think you should!

Show us your set up and step by step. When you’re finished cooking, pick your favorites and create your slides.

Once you’ve created all your content, submit your slides, intro video and typed recipe on our website, or send directly to contact@whatscookingwithyou.com

We’ll handle the rest!

here’s an easy way to create your recipe slides!

follow this process for each slide

1. take your photo
2. open Instagram stories & select your image
3. describe what you’re doing in each step
4. make sure your notes stay within these bounds
5. save your slide & repeat for the rest